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PART 1
HISTORY OF 

APPROACHES
International investment agreements (IIAs)

Main features of IIAs

History of IIAs



Definitions

International Investment Agreement 
(IIA):

A type of treaty between countries that 
addresses issues relevant to cross-
border investments, usually for the 
purpose of protection, promotion and 
liberalization of such investments



Definitions

Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT):

Agreements between two countries for 
the reciprocal encouragement, 
promotion and protection of 
investments in each other's territories 
by companies based in either country



Definitions

Treaty with Investment Provisions 
(TIP):

Free trade and economic cooperation 
agreements often include chapters on 
investment

For example: ASEAN Treaty on the 
Protection and Promotion of Foreign 
Investment

Unlike bilateral treaties, these treaties 
may be reached by a group of countries



Definitions

Investor: firm or individual establishing 
foreign business operations or 
acquiring foreign business assets, 
including establishing ownership or 
controlling interest in a foreign 
company.

Host state: the country in which the 
investment is taking place.

Home state: the country where the 
investor is located or headquartered.



Goals of IIAs

• Increase foreign investment in domestic economy
• Investment -> improved capital stock

• Investment -> increased exports

• Investment -> multiplier promotes broader growth in 
intermediate production

•Bringing in outsiders can improve domestic 
productivity if they share better ways of doing 
things

• Increase access to foreign capital markets for 
domestic firms

• Increase growth opportunities for domestic firms 
able to invest abroad

•Signaling openness to investment



Main Features of IIAs

•Broadly, IIAs deal with three questions:
•how can foreign investments come into
the host country?

•how are foreign investments treated and 
protected once made?

•how are disputes relating to the treatment 
of foreign investments / investors resolved?



Main Features of IIAs

How foreign investments can come 
into host country

Two models:

•Admission model (no liberalization)

•Pre-establishment model 
(liberalization)



Main Features of IIAs

How foreign investments are treated 
and protected once made

•Standards of treatment
•National treatment

•Most-favoured-nation treatment

•Expropriation

•Transfers of funds and liquid assets

•Transparency



Main Features of IIAs

How to resolve disputes relating to the treatment 
of foreign investments

•Typically Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS)
•Allows foreign investors to sue host government 
for damages

•Foreign investors have recourse to special ISDS 
tribunals

•Another option: State-State Dispute Settlement
•State parties to the agreement can raise formal 
disputes



History of IIAs

Pre-1960s
1959 | First BIT (West Germany – Pakistan)

1960-1990

1969 | First BIT with ISDS (Italy – Chad)

1987 | First ISDS case brought (against Sri Lanka)

1990s

1990s | First high-profile ISDS cases under NAFTA Chapter 11

1995 | WTO

1998 | Failure of Multilateral Agreement on Investment



History of IIAs

Source: UNCTAD.



Source: UNCTAD.

History of IIAs



PART 2
ISSUES ENCOUNTERED

Effectiveness of IIAs at attracting investment

Investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) and 
questions of sovereignty

Concerns about legitimacy of IIA regime



Effectiveness of IIAs

IIAs don’t help attract investment

•No conclusive evidence that BITs 
actually increase foreign direct 
investment.

•Effects of BITs can be very 
heterogeneous.

•Other variables, like democracy, 
stability, and the rule of law, may be 
much more important drivers of FDI 
than investment treaties.



Investor-State Dispute Settlement

Issues with ISDS

•Costs

•Foreign investors are treated better than 
domestic investors

•Sovereignty & policy freedom

•Lack of transparency

•Overall, undermine public support for IIAs



Increasing Concerns About 
Legitimacy of IIA Regime

•2017 had the lowest number of new IIAs 
since 1983

•For the first time, IIA terminations outpaced 
the creation of new IIAs

•Traditional approach appears unsustainable 
in the face of serious concerns

•Despite this, huge volume of old agreements 
remain in force

•Main issue is no longer expanding 
coverage, but reflection and renewal



PART 3
LOOKING FORWARD

Indonesia’s approach

Other country approaches

Investment facilitation vs investment protection



Indonesia’s Approach

•In 2014, Indonesia announced its intention 
to terminate all 67 of its existing BITs.

•Between 2014-2017, Indonesia terminated 
BITs with at least 21 countries.

•This move is best understood as a desire to 
negotiate different investment terms, rather 
than a rejection of international investment



Indonesia’s Approach

•The Government of Indonesia has made 
progress on investment facilitation measures 
during the past few years

•Example: Foreign investors can now access 
the licensing and permitting of 21 agencies 
through a single window at BKPM

•The Government has a goal of improving 
Indonesia’s ranking on the Ease of Doing 
Business Index to 40th in the world



Indonesia’s Approach
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Indonesia’s Approach
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Indonesia’s Approach

Example: Indonesia-Australia FTA
•Reaffirms right to regulate including explicit 
mentions of environment, health, public 
morals, social welfare, consumer 
protection, cultural protection.

•Encourages corporate social responsibility
•Still includes ISDS, but with some 
modernizations
•Requires consultations as first step, with goal of 
amicable settlement

•Option for conciliation process
•Cooling-off period



Brazil’s Approach
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• Until 2017, Brazil was 
the only G20 
economy to have no 
BITs in force 

• Despite this, it has 
been one of the top 
investment 
destinations in the 
world

• Recently it has signed 
some IIAs, but with 
unique approach

Source: UNCTAD.



Approaches to ISDS

New Chinese approach

•Allowed its domestic arbitration tribunals 
to begin hearing international commercial 
cases

•Set up new courts intended to be a one-
stop-shop for dispute resolution to hear 
international commercial cases

•Set up joint arbitration centres to resolve 
disputes in other regions in which China is 
investing heavily



Approaches to ISDS

New US approach

•In the new USMCA agreement, ISDS is 
phased out for most types of investment

•Given that it was the original NAFTA that 
popularized these cases to begin with, it is 
revealing that these countries no longer 
wish to continue the practice

•Could reflect a new approach to future 
international investment agreements by 
USA



Approaches to ISDS

New EU approach

•Stronger language on the right to regulate

•Move away from ad-hoc tribunal to 
permanent institutionalized dispute 
settlement tribunal

•System for appeals

•A desire to set up a permanent multilateral 
investment court



APEC’s Regional Investment 
Facilitation Plan
Main goals of Investment Facilitation Action 
Plan (IFAP):

•Strengthen regional economic integration

•Strengthen the competitiveness and 
sustainability of economic growth of APEC’s 
member economies

•Expand prosperity and employment 
opportunities in the APEC region

•Make further progress toward the long-term 
goal of free and open trade and investment in 
the Asia-Pacific no later than the year 2020



APEC’s Investment Facilitation 
Principles
1. Promote accessibility and transparency in the formulation 

and administration of investment-related policies

2. Enhance stability of investment environments, security of 
property and protection of investments

3. Enhance predictability and consistency in investment-related 
policies

4. Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of investment 
procedures

5. Build constructive stakeholder relationships

6. Utilise new technology to improve investment environments

7. Establish monitoring and review mechanisms for investment 
policies

8. Enhance international cooperation



Source: UNCTAD IIA Issues Note – Recent Developments in the International Investment Regime, 2018.



Investment Facilitation vs 
Investment Protection

Investment Protection
Traditional Approach

Investment Facilitation
Current Approach

Promoting investment by 
promising that investments 
will not be arbitrarily 
expropriated or damaged 
by policy

Promoting investment by 
trying to make doing 
business and making 
investments easier for the 
investor

Key theme: there has been more emphasis 
placed on facilitation instead of protection in 
investment
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